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DOTRIX TM Dot Matrix covers and patterns are custom fit to conform to problem areas. 
Using our exclusive DOTRIX TM material you can cut and fit beautiful 
Dot Matrix covers that match up perfectly with our window film patterns. 
You’ll save time with less heat shrinking. A beautiful, seamless and blacked-out dot matrix area 
will give you the perfect installation every time. 
 
 
 
Application is simple and easy.  Un-like window films, the pressure-sensitive backing allows for 
easy installation without heat shrinking.  The results are truly awesome!  DOTRIX TM Dot Matrix 
cover patterns are available exclusively from American Filter Film Distributors, distributor of Film 
Designs. 
 

DOTRIX TM Dot Matrix covers 
(Frequently Asked Questions)  

Q: How do I install DOTRIX TM? 
A: Refer to the DOTRIX TM installation sheet.   

Q: How long does it take to install a piece of DOTRIX TM? 
A. Just a few minutes. 

Q: What is the warranty? 
A: DOTRIX TM has a 7 year warranty for material 

Q: How much does it cost to do a car? 
A: Just a few dollars. 

Q: Can DOTRIX TM be removed? 
A: Yes. It can be removed quick and easy. In most cases, leaves no glue behind. 

 Q: Can I apply heat to it? 
A: Not recommended. However when necessary, use minimal heat. 

Q: Can I see thru DOTRIX TM after it’s applied? 
A: No. Do to the location of DOTRIX TM on upper part of glass it does not hinder vision while 
driving. 

 

Q: Can I make my own patterns? 
A: Yes. Making your own pattern is as quick and easy as cutting out a front windshield strip / 
visor. 
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Q: What sizes does DOTRIX TM come in? 
A:  16 inch 

Q: What do I need to install DOTRIX TM? 
A: Use 3oz. Of Film On in a 32oz. Bottle and a Yellow Turbo Squeegee. 

 Q: Can I use my existing mounting solution to apply DOTRIX TM? 
A: Yes. However you’ll find it much easier using a higher soap mixture. 

Q: How do I make a pattern? 
A: Simply cover the dot matrix area with a scrap piece of film and cut all 4 sides, place on top of 
DOTRIX TM material and trace. It’s that simple. 

Q: Do I use DOTRIX TM x on FRIT LINES? 
A: Absolutely. DOTRIX TM patterns are designed for “Dot Matrix” and “Frit Lines 

Q: Can I use a smaller size roll of tint on cars using DOTRIX TM?  
A: Yes. Using DOTRIX TM on rear windows saves you on film costs.  30” roll size can be used on 
most rear windows when DOTRIX TM is installed. 

Q: Can I charge more for cars when DOTRIX TM is installed? 
A: We recommend $20 to $45 up charge for installing DOTRIX TM 

Q: Does it save time on tinting a car? Or does it take longer? 
A: Typically it saves time because you only have to Heat Form 75% of the window & NO time 
spent on trying to get tint to stick to Dot Matrix area. 

Q: Does it make it easier to Heat Form rear windows that require DOTRIX TM application? 
A: Absolutely! Most tinters find it extremely easy to heat form Tough rear windows in one piece 
that would have otherwise been done in a 2 piece method. 

Q: Does DOTRIX TM interfere with GPS, Navigation or Radio frequency? 
A: NO. In most cases you may install a metalized film in conjunction with DOTRIX TM and have 
NO problems with interference. 

Q: I use a glue stick method, does the DOTRIX TM really work better? 
 A: Yes. We believe that DOTRIX TM is the greatest thing since the "Cell Phone". DOTRIX TM isn’t 
used under the film and will not void factory warranties. 


